DIDO KART - SPEED FOR FUN!

DIDO KART MDX-2

❄ The more fun and excitement become real when the machine is operated via the steering wheel, fuel pedal, brake pedal and the chair that moves forward and backward, right and left as the game is played.

❄ The machine highlights itself with a streamline design and blue and spot LEDs.

Game - Dido Kart
Monitor - 42" LCD Monitor Per car
Watt Consumed - 850 W Per car
Power Required - 1Φ220V / 110V
No. of Occupants - Max 2 players
Occupant Weight Limit - 330 LBS
Dimensions - 107(W) X 98(D) X 97(H) inch
Degree of Movement - ROLL: ± 6° / PITCH: ± 6° Per car
Over the past centuries, the Jade Emperor, who invited the animals in creation to the last race, has been bothered by the never-ending complaints: “The race was null and void because the rat cheated in the race!” “I am the hottest animal now and should be included on the Chinese Zodiac.” The Jade Emperor could not withstand these complaints and decided to revive the race for all animals to decide the new animals and their places on the Chinese Zodiac. That is all the game is about.

- 10 gorgeous tracks in metropolis, arctic...
- 6 vivid characters: Panda, Dragon, Penguin, Cheetah, Sheep and Monkey.
- Jet engine boosts
- Several tools to surpass racers